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Imaginarium train table instructions mountain rock

Let me start by saying that if you don't have 3-4 hours of your life to put together a train table, then this isn't the one for you. However, if you find a few hours, which I'm sure you find, it's worth the time (and money) spent. We bought the Imaginarium Mountain Rock Train Table for C last Christmas for sale, but for the quality, I would
absolutely have paid the full price of $149.99. The table itself is quite heavy, made of real wood, sturdy with a storage drawer. What I like about this is after the train stage is up, the lower platform kantes over to a regular green so that the table can be used for something other than trains. (We plan to attach lego shelves to it and turn them
into a Lego table). The track itself and all parts are of great quality as well. I was initially worried that C would end up breaking some of the moving parts (the working faucet, doors and destination board) but honestly they have kept fantastic. The faucet rotates, has a magnetic piece at the end to pick up the load and can be raised and
lowered. There is also a bridge that makes train noises as the trains are pushed over it. C loves making the trains say choo choo and gets very excited about the flashing lights. So included in the train table is eight trains, two vehicles, three road signs, a gas station, five freight bundles, four street lights, five wooden figures, four rock
sliders, two viaducts, four trees, an intersection gate, two trestles, two construction zone cones, four rocks and more than 55 pieces of wooden track and accessories. There's a lot of pieces. Almost too much. We bought this for C when he was right around 2 years old knowing that the recommended age is 3. C has always been ahead of
the learning curve, so I thought why not? I loved the pieces put up initially as no one in their right mind would give a child so many items. In the past year, C has free choose which pieces of his train table he would like to play with. However, I still have a huge problem with the two construction cones and the four rocks. C is never one to put
things in his mouth however, I feel that even for a 3 year old (the recommended age) these pieces are way too small. If a child were to happen to put this in their mouth, they would definitely suffocate. The rocks are about 1 in diameter and frankly, they scare the heck out of me! I can safely say they will go in the trash. The traffic cones are
on the smaller side too (about the same size as the rock) so for safety, I put that too. Another thing I like about this train table is that it is compatible with Thomas the Train, Chuggington, and Brio trains. We still had some Thomas trains from when E was younger that we were able to C and they work and fit perfectly. They have the same
sensor to bridge to make noise when pushed over. Assembly wisely. My gracious. Overwhelming to say the least. The instructions are semi-useful to let you know which boxes to open and what's in those boxes. They also instruct you on how to put together the accessories, as the Train GarageMy problem came with track assembly.
None of the pieces are actually labeled making it up to you to figure out which piece is an L and which piece is a J. It was definitely a pain in the ass and took about an hour just for the job. After it's all assembled, KEEP YOUR INSTRUCTIONS! I threw mine away because I didn't need them anymore. I almost had a complete panic attack
when C walked up to me with a piece of the track and said, It's broken Momma. I had a vague picture in my head of how it was supposed to look... And since I threw away the paper instructions, I had to look them up online, but it would have been much easier if I had the instructions at hand. In short, 5 out of 5 stars. Hours of fun for the
whole family and definitely versatile. Keep the rocks and cones (They are in box B) out of small hands until you personally feel comfortable to give them to your child. -Kirstyn Einige Word-Funktionen können in Google Docs nicht angezeigt werden und werden bei Änderungen entferntDetails anzeigenLetzte Änderungen anzeigen
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